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Electrophysiological characteristics of olfactory receptors of 
different strains of Musca domestica 
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The electrophysiological reactions to three odours of antennal olfactory cells in houseflies of the 
WHO strain, bred in the laboratory for hundreds of generations, and two other natural strains 
were compared. The responses of flies of the WHO population were lower than the responses of 
the natural strains. 
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Houseflies, Musca domestica L., are present everywhere in our environment and can be a big 
nuisance to man and animal. This study is part of a larger project to study the olfactory function of 
these flies, ultimately in the hope to find attractive odours to lure them to a trap or to find other 
remedies to get rid of them. But the fly is also an interesting insect, relative large and easy 
available, to study electrophysiological and behavioral aspects. 

The olfactory receptor function in the housefly is examined with electrophysiological 
techniques (Kelling and Den Otter 1997, 1998) and recently the behavioral and 
electrophysiological responses to attractive odours are described (Smallegange et al. 1999). In our 
laboratory different strains of houseflies are kept. The WHO fly is bred for more than 500-600 
hundred generations. Strains of “wild” flies were collected from a cow farm (Pesse) and from a 
chicken farm (Diermen). They were bred in the laboratory for about 20-30 generations. 

The electrophysiological responses of the olfactory cells to several odours were examined. It is 
well known that the most effective attractants for houseflies are natural products. Three chemicals, 
1-octen-3-ol, amylacetate and 3-methylphenol, present in natural food sources for flies were tested. 
These chemicals were also used and described in the publications already mentioned. 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 
In the experiments only female flies were used in the age of 1-5 weeks. The electrophysiological 
technique of measuring single-cell responses is described by Kelling and Den Otter (1997). A 
glass microelectrode was placed on the surface of the antenna and the action potentials of the most 
active cell found were measured. Sometimes several cells in one antenna were used with this 
single cell technique. 

Three odours were used: 1-octen-3-ol, amylacetate and 3-methylphenol. The doses, 
successively 0.001 mg, 0.01 mg, 0.1 mg, 1 mg and 10 mg, were dissolved in 25µl silicon oil. The 
spike frequency (spikes/s) is expressed by subtracting the average frequency in the 3 s before 
addition of the stimulus from the maximum response frequency in 0.1 s during stimulation. From 
four flies of the WHO strain 10 cells were measured, and 11 cells from four flies of each of the 
Pesse and Diermen strains. 

RESULTS 
Figure 1 shows the responses to the different concentrations of each of the odours for the three 
strains. The spontaneous reactions in the period of 3 s before stimulation and the responses to an 
air puff are also shown. The large reaction to air stimulation in proportion to the spontaneous 
activity is remarkable. For each of the three odours there is a significant difference (t-test, p < 
0.05) between the WHO strain and the other strains, the responses of the WHO strain flies being 
lowest. No difference was found between the Pesse and the Diermen strain. 
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Figure 1. Dose-response graphs of A) 1-octen-3-ol, B) amylacetate and C) 3-
methylphenol in three strains of houseflies. Spontaneous spike activity (sp) and 
stimulation with air (c) are also plotted. Bars indicate SEM. 

DISCUSSION 
The difference of the size of the reaction between the antennal olfactory cells to odours of the 
WHO strain and the other strains is remarkable. The cause must have to do with the period the 
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flies stay in the laboratory. As already mentioned the WHO flies are for years in the laboratory 
with food and water ad libitum. It may be that an optimal sensory olfactory system with respect to 
feeding is not longer necessary. It is possible that through selection and adaptation generations of 
flies are growing up with quite another antennal sensory sensitivity than the strains in a more 
natural habitat. The lifetime of a fly is short and so change cannot happen during this period. A 
genetic shift in the population must be present. 

Noorman et al. (1999) found another difference between the strains. The females of the WHO 
laboratory strain have about twice more of the pheromone muscalure on their body surface than 
the two other strains. However, there is no difference between the sensitivity of the strains to 
muscalure as measured with electroantennogram recording. Perhaps the female flies produce more 
muscalure to attract more males in the crowded cage. 

We found a large reaction on application of clean air. Such a response was not found in 
previous studies (Kelling and Den Otter, 1997). Perhaps the air was accidentally polluted or 
perhaps the air stream was stronger so that the mechanoreceptors, also present in the antenna of the 
fly, were stimulated more. However, it leaves the most important results of this study unaltered: 
odour sensitivity of the WHO-strain flies is lower than of the flies of both wilder strains. 
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